The main goals of this paper are to make readers aware that the term mapping can have many different meanings and to find out the most appropriate definition of mapping in the cartographic context. Moreover, definitions of a map and cartography are derived as natural consequences.
Introduction
When searching the Web, which we do almost every day, we usually get the most frequent meaning of the searched term. For example, according to Wikipedia (2019) , "mapping is the creation of maps, a graphic symbolic representation of the significant features of a part of the surface of the Earth". At the same time, we will find out that there are also different meanings, because mapping can be found in:
• Cartography, mapping in general o Web mapping, mapping using data delivered by GISs • Mapping (mathematics), a synonym for mathematical function or for morphism • Gene mapping, the assignment of DNA fragments to chromosomes • Brain mapping, set of techniques to study the brain • Data mapping, data element mappings between two distinct data models • Texture mapping, in computer graphics • Mind mapping, the drawing of ideas and the relations among them • Robotic mapping, creation and use of maps by robots • Spiritual mapping, a practice of some religions • Projection mapping, the projection of videos on the surface of objects with irregular shapes Cosgrove (1999) , who wrote: "But the map as a tool of geographic science, and mapping as an active practice in the complex construction and communication of spatial knowledge, have been subjected to concentrated reflection, criticism and debate over the past quarter century, so that, like landscape, the map and mapping are now the subject of wide, interdisciplinary interest and use. … Mapping remains a way of representing the world; the map remains a visible image of the (or at least a) world… As a graphic register of correspondence between two spaces, whose explicit outcome is a space of representation, mapping is a deceptively simple activity. … Mapping is a process which involves both a 'complex architecture of signs' (graphic elements with internal forms and logics capable of theoretical disconnection from any geographical reference) and a 'visual architecture' through which the worlds they construct are selected, translated, organized and shaped." 
Definition of Mapping in Books

Everybody Knows What Mapping is?
Mapping in Map Projections
Mapping is one of the basic terms in mathematics. To recall, two non-empty sets, X and Y, are given. By mapping we understand the rule that each element x from X joins element y from Y. So, we write f :X→Y. Element y is the image of x, so we write y = f(x). Set X is the domain of mapping f, while set Y is codomain. Map projections are, consciously or unconsciously, the foundation of each map. Assuming that the concept of mapping is known from mathematics (it should be, because it has always been around in education), we can define a map projection as the mapping of a curved surface, especially a sphere or ellipsoid, into a plane. So why not use the term mapping, when it is so neatly linked to the word map?
A Questionnaire
The 7 th International Conference on Cartography and GIS was held in Sozopol, Bulgaria, in 2018. A meeting of the ICA Commission on Map Projections was organized as a part of this conference. As a Chair of the Commission, I asked the participants of the meeting to finish in written form the sentence "Mapping is …". Their answers, including some more obtained later, were: -Serenity, Accuracy, Meanings, Sharing, K.N.O.W.
L.E.D.G.E, an invitation to ever ask and never believe, From 4 to 177! -Selecting, processing and transforming geospatial data to represent real or synthetic phenomena in a form useful to human and machine interpretation and application to solve problems. -Magic.
-Creating a window to the world. -A beautiful activity ☺ representing reality! -To transfer the spatial or spatio-temporal information collected during the survey, spatial and/or spatiotemporal analysis into the mathematic system of coordinates to create the map. The entities can be all kind of objects, primarily spatial objects. The relations are distances, positions, topologies, thus spatial relations. -Mapping is the process of creating a map, which is a device that uses graphical language to communicate reality (or a theoretical concept) beyond our immediate comprehension by preserving spatial arrangements and by simplifying detail. I suppose I draw a distinction between mapmaking and mapping in that the former implies the creation of an artefact while the latter is a process that may be undertaken without the desire to make an object. Mapping and cartography to me are analogous to building and architecture; the former being the process of constructing something the latter representing the whole from conception and design to creating an object. As we can see, there are 14 different definitions of mapping. All of these definitions were given by professional cartographers.
Conclusion
As a result, it is not difficult to conclude that the meaning of the term mapping in cartographic community is rather loose. It follows, that if somebody uses this term, they need to define or clarify its meaning. Otherwise, certain misunderstanding can be expected. To clarify the situation, I would propose the definition of mapping in cartography or cartographic mapping as a process that associates a set of spatially related data with another set called a representation or model or map, while preserving spatial arrangements and by simplifying detail.
If we accept this definition of mapping, then we can easily derive the definitions of map and cartography. A map is a result of cartographic mapping. Cartography is the art, science and technology of mapping and using maps.
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